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electric emotion, after century of bike evolution

Time have changed, 
not only in design and 
materials. Electric 
driven vehicles are 
flexible, clean, silent
and occupy a 
mínimum of space. 
Transmitting the
costumer emotions
like ‘fun by motion’, 
freedom, 
independancy and 
sustainable
responsibility



Few e-bikes can be seen in Santiago..why?

May be, there are a lot of 
reasons, here some:

More value, more risk to be 
stolen..

Bike for health, not for
confort..

More speed, more risk

Recharge with handycaps

Lack of knowledge..etc.



e-bikes are booming in Europe, where is the difference?

Municipalities, like here in Paris, and Train 
Stations from European capitals offer e-bikes for
hire to move between different, multiple places. 
To implement this, means a sign of progress.

First, a certain spirit of consolidated ‘culture’ for
bikes must exist before, together with practical
conditions to use it without risk by accidents.

In Santiago still exist, since a couple of years.



pedelecs are e-bikes without any restrictions..

Pedelec is a type of electric bike, 
which can be used in the same
manner like a common bycicle, in 
all European countries, with self
controlled restricción of velocity
around 25km/h.

The durability of battery charge
depends of 3-level usage, short to 
longlived (couple of hours)

+ 



Exploraberg concept: e-recharge with PV-panels on roof top

In the city of Munich you can hire pedelecs by the
municipality. Recharge by connection ‘locked’, 
with energy supply from the grid.

Otherwise, in mostly sunshine-countries like
Chile, the roofs of the storage boxes can be 
covered by PV-solar panels, and recharge during
day will be garanteed. Even off grid!

In Munich exist also a second level park box for
bikes, comfortable to store.
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